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Description
BACKGROUND
[0001] The present disclosure relates generally to
communications networks, and more particularly, to Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE).
[0002] Demands for increasing link speeds and computing speeds have driven a variety of specialized computer networking architectures. There are networking architectures, such as Ethernet, which are widely utilized
for communications based on Internet Protocol (IP).
There are other networking architectures, such as Fibre
Channel (FC), which are widely utilized in Storage Area
Networks (SANs). FCoE is a technology for sending Fibre
Channel traffic over Ethernet in order to enable a single
networking technology to be utilized for both IP communications and SANs.
[0003] FCoE may use, for example, encapsulation of
Fibre Channel frames over Ethernet networks. This allows Fibre Channel to leverage Ethernet networks while
preserving the FC protocol. The International Committee
for Information Technology and Standards (INCITS) recently released standard FC-BB-5 ("Fibre Channel,
Backbone-5", June 4, 2009), which covers FCoE. FCBB-5 describes enhancements to Ethernet bridges in the
path between FCoE endpoints. The bridges implementing these enhancements are referred to as FCoE Initialization Protocol (FIP) snooping bridges. FIP snooping
bridges address certain Ethernet data plane connectivity
concerns, however, there still exists manageability issues that are not covered by the standard.
[0004] A paper entitled "Proxy Based Shortcut, by John
L. Hufferd published 10/7/2009 describes how FCoE (Fibre Channel over Ethernet) ULP (Upper Layer Protocol)
frames can be transferred from one FCoE network adapter to another (through one of more" Proxy" Capable
Switches) without having to traverse through a Fiber
Channel Forwarder (FCF) device. After the logical EndTo-End connection is established via an FCF (Fibre
Channel Forwarder), FCoE ULP messages originating
at an FCoE network adapter can be diverted by one or
more FSP (FCoE Shortcut Proxy) Switches and sent to
an FCoE receiving adapter across "Ethernet" links and
switches, but without having to pass through FCF devices.
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Fig. 1 illustrates an example of a network in which
embodiments described herein may be implemented.
Fig. 2 illustrates details of an FCoE Forwarder (FCF)
in communication with an Ethernet Node Port Virtual
izer (NPV) in the network of Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 illustrates virtual port proxies at the Ethernet

NPV for proxying FCoE Initialization Protocol functions (FIP) between the FCF and FCoE nodes in the
network of Fig. 1.
Fig. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an overview of a process for proxying FIP functions at the Ethernet NPV
of Fig. 3, in accordance with one embodiment.
Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example of
a network device useful in implementing embodiments described herein.
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[0006] Corresponding reference characters indicate
corresponding parts throughout the several views of the
drawings.
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DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS
Overview
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[0007] In one embodiment, a method generally comprises defining a virtual node port proxy and virtual fabric
port proxies at a Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE)
bridge, the virtual node port proxy in communication with
an FCoE forwarder, each of the virtual fabric port proxies
in communication with an FCoE node in an FCoE network. The method further includes proxying FCoE Initialization Protocol (FIP) functions between the FCoE nodes
and the FCoE forwarder at the FCoE bridge.
[0008] In another embodiment, an apparatus generally
comprises a virtual node port proxy configured for communication with a Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE)
forwarder, a plurality of virtual fabric port proxies configured for communication with FCoE nodes in an FCoE
network, and a processor for proxying FCoE Initialization
Protocol (FIP) functions between the FCoE nodes and
the FCoE forwarder.
Example Embodiments
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[0009] The following description is presented to enable
one of ordinary skill in the art to make and use the embodiments. Descriptions of specific embodiments and
applications are provided only as examples, and various
modifications will be readily apparent to those skilled in
the art. The general principles described herein may be
applied to other embodiments and applications without
departing from the scope of the invention. Thus, the invention is not to be limited to the embodiments shown,
but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with
the principles and features described herein. For purpose
of clarity, details relating to technical material that is
known in the technical fields related to the embodiments
have not been described in detail.
[0010] Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) provides
for the transport of Fibre Channel payloads on top of an
Ethernet network. The INCITS FC-BB-5 standard describes an FCoE Initialization Protocol (FIP) snooping
bridge for use in a path between FCoE endpoints (e.g.,
FCoE forwarders (FCFs) and ENodes/Converged Net-
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work Adaptors (CNAs)). The FIP snooping bridge transparently relays FIP functions between the FCFs and ENodes. The FIP snooping bridge has a number of drawbacks. For example, the FIP snooping bridge does not
address manageability concerns that arise in attempting
to build a deployable end-to-end FCoE network. The concerns include the ability to manage and troubleshoot an
FCoE network when FIP snooping bridges are in use,
and the amount of freedom left to CNAs in making decisions that can impact the resulting FCoE topology. More
freedom at the CNAs results in higher potential for different implementations to result in different outcomes given
the same set of constraints. Also, since FIP snooping
bridges are expected to be transparent to Fibre Channel,
they can make troubleshooting difficult. FIP snooping
bridges also change traditional FC management.
[0011] The embodiments described herein provide an
Ethernet Node Port (N_Port) Virtualizer (NPV), which intelligently proxies certain FIP functions between a CNA
(FCoE node) and an FCF. The ability to proxy FIP functions on an Ethernet device directly attached to the CNA
enables the implementation to build useful constraints to
limit the freedom the CNA has in interpreting the FCoE
standard, thus providing increased interoperability and
predictability in the FCoE network. Ethernet NPV puts
the ’passthrough’ device in control. This limits expectations from the CNAs and provides simpler CNAs, which
improves interoperability. Ethernet NPV also provides familiar management and troubleshooting to SAN administrators.
[0012] Referring now to the drawings, and first to Fig.
1, a network in which embodiments described herein may
be implemented is shown. The network includes a plurality of servers (FCoE nodes (ENodes)) 10 in communication with an FCoE forwarder (FCF) 18. Each of the
servers 10 includes a Converged Network Adapter
(CNA). The FCF 18 shown in Fig. 1 is in communication
with a Local Area Network (LANs) 14 via an Ethernet
connection, and Storage Area Networks (SANs) 16 via
Fibre Channel (FC) connections. The LAN 14 may comprise a plurality of network devices in communication
over Ethernet links, for example. The SAN 16 may comprise a plurality of remote computer storage devices,
such as disk arrays or tape libraries, and utilize a Fibre
Channel fabric topology, for example.
[0013] The FCF 18 communicates with the servers 10
over an FCoE network. The FCF 18 includes Ethernet
forwarding logic 22 and FC forwarding logic 24. The FCF
18 is configured to forward Fibre Channel packets from
the servers 10 to the SANs 16 and forward Fibre Channel
packets from the SANs to one or more of the servers
based on encapsulation of the received Fibre Channel
packets in the FCoE packets. The FCF 18 is also operable to forward Ethernet packets from the servers 10 to
the LAN 14 and forward Ethernet packets from the LAN
to one or more of the servers. The FCF 18 includes suitable logic, interfaces, code, or circuits operable to encapsulate FC packets into FCoE packets, decapsulate
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FCoE packets into FC packets, and perform Ethernet
switching operations.
[0014] The path between the FCF 18 and servers 10
include an FCoE bridge, referred to herein as an Ethernet
Node Port Virtualizer bridge (or Ethernet NPV) 20. The
Ethernet NPV 20 is configured to proxy FIP functions
between the server 10 and FCF 18, as described in detail
below. The Ethernet NPV 20 controls how a live network
builds FCoE connectivity, thus making connectivity predictable, without the need for an FCF at the next hop from
the CNA. As illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, and described
below, the Ethernet NPV 20 is interposed between one
or more of the servers 10 and the FCF 18. The NPV 20
may be located at the same device as the FCF 18 or may
be incorporated in a separate device located between
the servers 10 and the FCF. For example, the Ethernet
NPV 20 may be incorporated in an access layer switch,
a blade switch, or a fabric interconnect.
[0015] For simplification, only one FCF 18 is shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. It is to be understood that the servers 10
may be in communication with more than one FCF 18,
and the FCF may be in communication with any number
of LANs and SANs, another FCF, FC switch or other network device.
[0016] Endpoints for the Ethernet encapsulation of Fibre Channel frames are FCoE nodes (ENodes, servers
10) and the FCF 18. ENodes are the combination of FCoE
termination functions and Fibre Channel stack on the
CNAs, and in that sense are equivalent to host bus adapters (HBAs) in native FC networks. The FCF 18 is the
combination of FCoE termination functions and Fibre
Channel stack on an Ethernet switch (dual-stack switch)
and is therefore equivalent to FC switch in native FC networks.
[0017] As illustrated in Fig. 2, the FCF 18 includes a
plurality of Ethernet ports for communication with the
server 10, Ethernet NPV 20, or Ethernet Fabric, and Fibre
Channel (FC) ports for communication with the SANs 16.
The FC forwarding logic 24 at the FCF 18 connects FC
ports (fc1, fc2) 26 with Ethernet ports (eth1, eth2, eth3)
28. Each of the Ethernet ports 28 is associated with a
virtual FC port (vfc1, vfc2, vfc3) 30.
[0018] In the Fibre Channel network, FC ports of FC
nodes are designated as N_ports (node ports). FC ports
of FC switches are designated as F_ports (fabric ports
connected to N_ports) or E_ports (expansion ports connecting two switches). In the FCoE network, these constructs become virtual, because ports of ENodes and
FCFs are Ethernet ports. Thus, the ports facing the servers 10 at the FCF 18 are VF_ports (virtual F_ports) and
the ports at the server are VN_ports (virtual N_ports).
FCoE defines the behavior of a logical connection between the ENode 10 and the FCF 18 as a VN_port to
VF_port virtual link. The virtual link established between
the VN_port of the server 10 and the VF_port at the FCF
18 maps to an Ethernet path that includes the Ethernet
NPV 20. The Ethernet NPV is an FCoE passthrough
switch and does not have an FC stack. Thus, the Ethernet
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NPV 20 makes forwarding decisions based on Ethernet
semantics. As described further below, the Ethernet NPV
20 proxies FIP functions so that FIP exchanges at the
server 10 appear as point-to-point exchanges. The servers 10 are mapped to the Ethernet NPV 20 so that there
is no need to map the servers to the FCF 18.
[0019] FCoE Initialization Protocol (FIP) is used to establish and maintain FC virtual links between the ENodes
(servers 10) and the FCF 18. FCoE packets are exchanged in a virtual LAN (VLAN). FCoE traffic belonging
to different virtual SANs (VSANs) remain separated by
different VLANs on the Ethernet plane. During the virtual
link establishment phase, FIP first discovers FCoE
VLANs and remote virtual FC interfaces and then performs virtual link initialization functions (Fabric Login
(FLOGI) and Fabric Discovery (FDISC)) or exchange link
parameters (ELPs) similar to their native FC equivalents.
After the virtual link is established, FC payloads can be
exchanged on the virtual link, and FIP remains in the
background to perform virtual link maintenance functions
and continuously verify reachability between the two virtual FC interfaces on the Ethernet network. As described
in detail below, the Ethernet NPV bridge 20 operates as
a proxy to perform at least some of these FIP functions.
[0020] Fig. 3 illustrates connections at the Ethernet
NPV 20, between the FCF 18 and the servers 10. The
Ethernet NPV 20 connects to VF_ports at the FCF 18.
The Ethernet NPV 20 defines virtual N_port proxies
(VNP_port proxies) 38 facing the FCF 18 and virtual
F_port proxies (VF_port proxies) 36 at the ports in communication with the ENodes (servers) 10. The roles at
these proxy ports are explicitly defined and traffic can
only flow in one direction or the other, not from VF_port
to VF_port or from VNP_port to VNP_port. This provides
static traffic engineering. With FIP snooping, roles are
explicitly defined only for virtual FC ports facing FCFs.
Thus, when using FIP snooping, it is not known if logins
will be received from ports at the FIP snooping bridge
ports facing the servers or the FIP snooping bridge ports
facing the FCF. Also, in FIP snooping, there is a regular
Ethernet bridge running STP (Spanning Tree Protocol)
to prevent loops. This results in dynamic traffic engineering on MAC (Media Access Control) tables based on
snooping FIP packets.
[0021] On the control plane (FIP Ethertype), the Ethernet NPV bridge 20 improves over an FIP snooping
bridge by intelligently proxying FIP functions between the
CNA (server 10) and the FCF 18. In this way, the Ethernet
NPV bridge takes control of how a live network builds
FCoE connectivity, thus making the connectivity very predictable, without the need for an FCF 18 at the next hop
from the CNA. On the data plane (FCoE Ethertype), the
Ethernet NPV bridge 20 offers more ways to engineer
traffic between CNA-facing ports 36 and FCF-facing
ports 38.
[0022] Fig. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an overview of
a process for proxying FIP functions at the Ethernet NPV
bridge. At step 40, one or more virtual node port proxies
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38 and fabric port proxies 36 are defined at an FCoE
bridge (Ethernet NPV 20). The virtual node port proxies
38 are configured for communication with an FCoE forwarder (FCF 18) and each of the virtual fabric port proxies
36 are configured for communication with an FCoE node
(server 10) in an FCoE network. At step 42, the FCoE
bridge 20 proxies FCoE Initialization Protocol (FIP) functions between the FCoE node 10 and the FCoE forwarder
18. Thus, the FCoE bridge (Ethernet NPV 20) acts as an
intermediary for virtual link establishment or management functions of FIP, between the FCoE nodes 10 and
the FCF 18.
[0023] The following provides examples for proxying
certain FIP functions at the Ethernet NPV 20. The Ethernet NPV 20 may be configured to proxy one or more
of these or other FIP functions.
[0024] In one embodiment, the Ethernet NPV bridge
20 proxies FIP VLAN discovery so that any CNA (server
10) directly attached to the Ethernet NPV bridge can be
forced to belong to one VLAN (and therefore one VSAN),
as opposed to leaving CNAs the flexibility to choose
among a list of VLANs (and therefore multiple VSANs).
[0025] With Ethernet NPV, the decision for VSAN
membership is done at the VF_port proxies 36 and no
discovery of the FCF 18 is needed. With the FIP snooping
bridge, VSAN membership is only known at the virtual
FC ports at the FCF and needs to be discovered by FIP
snooping.
[0026] In one embodiment, the Ethernet NPV bridge
20 proxies FCF FIP advertisements so that any CNA directly attached to the Ethernet NPV bridge can be forced
to login into a specific FCF 18, as opposed to leaving
CNAs the flexibility to choose among a list of FCFs. The
FC-BB-5 standard defines a way for FCFs to assign priorities to their advertisement messages to encourage
CNAs to login into the FCF with the highest priority. However, CNAs may not wait for all FCFs to send their advertisements and the standard does not define how FCFs
should coordinate among themselves which priority to
use in advertisements to individual CNAs. Ethernet NPV
solves both of these ambiguities.
[0027] In one embodiment, the Ethernet NPV bridge
20 proxies FIP Keep Alive (FKA) messages. After login,
FCFs 18 and CNAs (servers 10) continuously exchange
FKA messages to verify reachability. By virtue of the Ethernet NPV bridge 20 directly attached to the CNA, the
Ethernet NPV bridge can verify reachability by detecting
physical link up and link down events on the network
interface directly attached to the CNA. The Ethernet NPV
20 can therefore proxy FKA messages to the FCF 18 on
behalf of the CNA, and potentially multiplex all CNAs into
a single FKA message destined to the FCF, thereby reducing resources (network bandwidth and network device CPU) used by the messaging. If the FCF 18 is also
directly attached to the Ethernet NPV 20, FKA messages
can be dismissed altogether, and physical connectivity
events, which are faster signals of reachability, can be
used to inform CNAs and FCFs of reachability. Without
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the need for FIP keep alive messages, reachability failures can be detected much faster, therefore enabling
faster triggers for high availability operations such as
SAN multipathing.
[0028] If load balancing is performed with the Ethernet
NPV bridge 20, it may be decided by the VNP_port proxies 38 under full control of the Ethernet NPV switch vendor. This reduces the chances for spoofing. In contrast,
load balancing with FIP snooping depends on the ports
at the servers (CNAs) and FCFs. Everything is thus CNA
implementation dependent and is therefore dynamic and
potentially unpredictable.
[0029] Fig. 5 depicts a network device (Ethernet NPV)
50 that may be used to implement embodiments described herein. The network device 50 is configured to
implement all of the network protocols and extensions
thereof described herein. The network device may include, for example, one or more processors 52 (e.g., central processing unit (CPU), multiple processors), memory
54, and Ethernet ports 56, 58. When acting under the
control of appropriate software or firmware, the processor
52 is responsible for such tasks as encapsulation/decapsulation, switching functions, and general processing of
packets. The processor 52 preferably accomplishes all
of these functions under the control of software including
an operating system and any appropriate applications
software. Logic may be encoded in one or more tangible
media for execution by the processor 52. For example,
the processor 52 may execute codes stored in the memory 54. The memory 54 is one example of a computerreadable medium. The memory 54 may be a volatile
memory. Another form of computer-readable medium
storing the codes is a type of non-volatile storage such
as floppy disks, CD-ROMs, DVD-ROMs, hard disks, flash
memory, etc.
[0030] Network device 50 includes a plurality of Ethernet ports 56, 58. In the example shown in Fig. 5, the ports
56 are in communication with FCF 18, which is in communication with an FC fabric 60. The ports 58 are in communication with an Ethernet fabric 62 operable to carry
one or both of Ethernet traffic and FCoE traffic.
[0031] It is to be understood that the network device
50 shown in Fig. 5 and described herein is only one example and that different configurations of network devices may be used.
[0032] As can be observed from the foregoing, the embodiments described herein provide numerous advantages. For example, one or more embodiments allow an
Ethernet bridge between a CNA and FCF to track closely
the interactions between those endpoints and build constraints that enable predictable FCoE network bringup.
A user may fine tune the FCoE overlay in one place (Ethernet NPV bridge), without having to make assumptions
about the CNA implementation. These advantages can
be obtained without needing to implement a Fibre Channel stack on the Ethernet NPV bridge which has to understand only FIP, not Fibre Channel.
[0033] Although the method and apparatus have been
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described in accordance with the embodiments shown,
one of ordinary skill in the art will readily recognize that
there could be variations made to the embodiments without departing from the scope of the invention. Accordingly, it is intended that all matter contained in the above
description and shown in the accompanying drawings
shall be interpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting
sense.
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Claims
1.

A method comprising:
defining (40) a plurality of virtual node port proxies (38) and virtual fabric port proxies (36) at a
Fibre Channel over Ethernet, FCoE, bridge (20),
said virtual node port proxies (38) in communication with an FCoE forwarder (18), and each
of said virtual fabric port proxies (36) in communication with an FCoE node (10) in an FCoE
network;
mapping each of the FCoE nodes (10) to one of
said virtual node port proxies (38) at the FCoE
bridge (20); and
proxying (42) FCoE Initialization Protocol, FIP,
functions between the FCoE nodes (10) and the
FCoE forwarder (18) at the FCoE bridge (20),
wherein proxying FCoE FIP functions comprises
proxying keep alive messages to verify reachability with the FCoE nodes at the FCoE bridge
and multiplexing keep alive messages from the
FCoE nodes into a single keep alive message
and transmitting said keep alive message to the
FCoE forwarder.
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2.

The method of claim 1 wherein proxying FIP functions comprises proxying FIP virtual local area network discovery at the FCoE bridge.

3.

The method of claim 1 wherein proxying FCoE FIP
functions comprises proxying FCoE forwarder FIP
advertisements at the FCoE bridge to associate one
of the FCoE nodes with the FCoE forwarder.

4.

The method of claim 1 wherein the FCoE forwarder
is directly connected to the FCoE bridge and further
comprising using physical connectivity events to determine reachability between the FCoE bridge and
the FCoE nodes and between the FCoE bridge and
the FCoE forwarder.

5.

The method of claim 1 further comprising load balancing traffic at the FCoE bridge.

6.

An apparatus (20) comprising:
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55

a plurality of virtual node port proxies (38) con-
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figured for communication with a Fibre Channel
over Ethernet, FCoE, forwarder (18);
a plurality of virtual fabric port proxies (36) configured for communication with FCoE nodes (10)
in an FCoE network; and
a processor configured to map each of the FCoE
nodes (10) to one of said virtual node port proxies (38) and to proxy FCoE Initialization Protocol, FIP, functions between the FCoE nodes (10)
and the FCoE forwarder (18), wherein the processor is configured to proxy keep alive messages to verify reachability with the FCoE nodes at
the FCoE bridge and to multiplex keep alive
messages from the FCoE nodes into a single
keep alive message and transmit said keep alive
message to the FCoE forwarder.
7.

umfasst, um einen der FCoE-Nodes mit dem FCoEForwarder zu assoziieren.
4.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der FCoE-Forwarder direkt mit der FCoE-Bridge verbunden ist,
und weiterhin das Verwenden von physischen Konnektivitätsereignissen umfassend, um die Erreichbarkeit zwischen der FCoE-Bridge und den FCoENodes und zwischen der FCoE-Bridge und dem
FCoE-Forwarder zu bestimmen.

5.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin das Lastausgleichen von Verkehr an der FCoE-Bridge umfassend.

6.

Vorrichtung (20), umfassend:

5
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mehrere virtuelle Node-Port-Proxys (38), die zur
Kommunikation mit einem Fibre-Channel-overEthernet-Forwarder (FCoE-Forwarder) (18)
konfiguriert sind;
mehrere virtuelle Fabric-Port-Proxys (36), die
zur Kommunikation mit FCoE-Nodes (10) in einem FCoE-Netzwerk konfiguriert sind; und
einen Prozessor, der dazu konfiguriert ist, jeden
der FCoE-Nodes (10) auf einen der virtuellen
Node-Port-Proxys (38) abzubilden und ein Proxying von FCoE-Initialisierungsprotokoll-Funktionen (FIP-Funktionen) zwischen den FCoE-Nodes (10) und dem FCoE-Forwarder (18) durchzuführen, wobei der Prozessor dazu konfiguriert
ist, ein Proxying von Keep-Alive-Nachrichten
durchzuführen, um die Erreichbarkeit mit den
FCoE-Nodes an der FCoE-Bridge zu verifizieren, und Keep-Alive-Nachrichten von den
FCoE-Nodes zu einer einzigen Keep-AliveNachricht zu multiplexen und die Keep-AliveNachricht an den FCoE-Forwarder zu übertragen.

The apparatus of claim 6 arranged to perform a method according to any of claims 1 to 5.
20

Patentansprüche
1.

Verfahren, umfassend:
25

Definieren (40) von mehreren virtuellen NodePort-Proxys (38) und virtuellen Fabric-Port-Proxys (36) an einer Fibre-Channel-over-EthernetBridge (FCoE-Bridge) (20), wobei die virtuellen
Node-Port-Proxys (38) in Kommunikation mit einem FCoE-Forwarder (18) sind und jeder der
virtuellen Fabric-Port-Proxys (36) in Kommunikation mit einem FCoE-Node (10) in einem
FCoE-Netzwerk ist;
Abbilden jedes der FCoE-Nodes (10) auf einen
der virtuellen Node-Port-Proxys (38) an der
FCoE-Bridge (20); und
Proxying (42) von FCoE-Initialisierungsprotokoll-Funktionen (FIP-Funktionen) zwischen den
FCoE-Nodes (10) und dem FCoE-Forwarder
(18) an der FCoE-Bridge (20), wobei das Proxying von FCoE-FIP-Funktionen das Proxying
von Keep-Alive-Nachrichten, um die Erreichbarkeit mit den FCoE-Nodes an der FCoE-Bridge
zu verifizieren, und das Multiplexen von KeepAlive-Nachrichten von den FCoE-Nodes zu einer einzigen Keep-Alive-Nachricht und das
Übertragen der Keep-Alive-Nachricht an den
FCoE-Forwarder umfasst.

30

35

40

7.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Proxying von
FIP-Funktionen das Proxying einer FIP-Virtual-Local-Area-Network-Discovery an der FCoE-Bridge
umfasst.

3.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Proxying von
FCoE-FIP-Funktionen das Proxying von FCoE-Forwarder-FIP-Advertisements an der FCoE-Bridge

Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, die dazu eingerichtet
ist, ein Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
5 durchzuführen.

45

Revendications
1.
50

2.
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6

Procédé consistant à :
définir (40) une pluralité de mandataires de port
de noeud virtuels (38) et de mandataires de port
de matrice virtuels (36) au niveau d’un pont Fibre
Channel sur Ethernet (FCoE) (20), lesdits mandataires de port de noeud virtuels (38) étant en
communication avec un module de transfert
FCoE (18), et chacun desdits mandataires de
port de matrice virtuels (36) étant en communication avec un noeud FCoE (10) dans un réseau
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FCoE ;
faire correspondre chacun des noeuds FCoE
(10) à un desdits mandataires de port de noeud
virtuels (38) au niveau du pont FCoE (20) ; et
mandater (42) des fonctions sur protocole d’initialisation FCoE (FIP) entre les noeuds FCoE
(10) et le module de transfert FCoE (18) au niveau du pont FCoE (20), le fait de mandater des
fonctions FIP FCoE consistant à mandater des
messages de maintien de persistance pour vérifier l’accessibilité avec les noeuds FCoE au niveau du pont FCoE et à multiplexer des messages de maintien de persistance en provenance
des noeuds FCoE en un seul message de maintien de persistance et transmettre ledit message
de maintien de persistance au module de transfert FCoE.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le fait
de mandater des fonctions FIP consiste à mandater
une découverte de réseau local virtuel FIP au niveau
du pont FCoE.
Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le fait
de mandater des fonctions FIP FCoE consiste à
mandater des annonces FIP de module de transfert
FCoE au niveau du pont FCoE pour associer un des
noeuds FCoE au module de transfert FCoE.
Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le module de transfert FCoE est directement connecté au
pont FCoE, et le procédé consistant en outre à utiliser des événements de connectivité physique pour
déterminer l’accessibilité entre le pont FCoE et les
noeuds FCoE et entre le pont FCoE et le module de
transfert FCoE.
Procédé selon la revendication 1, consistant en outre
à réaliser un équilibrage de charge du trafic au niveau du pont FCoE.

7.
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Appareil (20) comprenant :
une pluralité de mandataires de port de noeud
virtuels (38) configurés pour communiquer avec
un module de transfert Fibre Channel sur Ethernet (FCoE) (18) ;
une pluralité de mandataires de port de matrice
virtuels (36) configurés pour communiquer avec
des noeuds FCoE (10) dans un réseau FCoE ; et
un processeur configuré pour faire correspondre chacun des noeuds FCoE (10) à un desdits
mandataires de port de noeud virtuels (38), et
pour mandater des fonctions sur protocole d’initialisation FCoE (FIP) entre les noeuds FCoE
(10) et le module de transfert FCoE (18), le processeur étant configuré pour mandater des
messages de maintien de persistance pour vé-

rifier l’accessibilité avec les noeuds FCoE au niveau du pont FCoE et multiplexer des messages
de maintien de persistance en provenance des
noeuds FCoE en un seul message de maintien
de persistance et transmettre ledit message de
maintien de persistance au module de transfert
FCoE.
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Appareil selon la revendication 6, conçu pour réaliser
un procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5.
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